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Introduction 

The FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module is a high-performance interconnect module that supports open standards networks with 
40GbE uplinks and 20GbE downlinks. It reduces network sprawl at the server edge with one device that converges multiple 
protocols that include Ethernet, Fiber Channel (FC), Fiber Channel over Ethernet (FCOE) and iSCSI. This technical white paper 
primarily focuses on the FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module and Ethernet connectivity with Cisco Nexus switches and HP ProLiant 
blade servers.  

Solution overview 

Figure 1. FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module 

 

HP Virtual Connect FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Modules are the simplest, flexible way to connect virtualized server blades to data 
or storage networks. VC FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Modules help eliminate network sprawl at the server edge with one device that 
converges traffic inside enclosures and directly connects to external LANs and SANs. Using Flex-20 technology with Fiber 
Channel over Ethernet and accelerated iSCSI, these modules converge traffic over high-speed 10 GB/20 GB connections to 
servers with HP FlexFabric Adapters. Each redundant pair of Virtual Connect FlexFabric modules provide eight adjustable 
downlink connections ( six Ethernet and two Fiber Channel, or six Ethernet and two iSCSI or eight Ethernet) to dual-port  
10 GB/20 GB FlexFabric Adapters on each server. Up to 12 uplinks with 8 Flexport and 4 QSFP+ interfaces, without splitter 
cables, are available for connection to upstream Ethernet and Fiber Channel switches. Including splitter cables up to 24 
uplinks are available for connection to upstream Ethernet and Fiber Channel. VC FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Modules avoid the 
confusion of traditional and other converged network solutions by lowering the need for multiple Ethernet and Fiber 
Channel switches, extension modules, cables, and software licenses. Also, Virtual Connect wire-once connection 
management is built-in enabling server adds, moves, and replacements in minutes instead of days or weeks.  

For the purpose of this paper we will focus in at two testing topologies which will consist of Testing Topology A and  
Testing Topology B. Each will test the FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Modules with Cisco Nexus switches and HP blade servers. 
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Testing Topology A 
The following testing topology was set up to validate the FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module with Cisco Nexus 5672. 

Figure 2. FlexFabric-20/408 Module with Cisco Nexus 5672 Testing Topology 
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Testing Topology B 
The following testing topology was set up to validate the FlexFabric-20/408 Module with Cisco Nexus 9396. 

Figure 3. FlexFabric-20/408 Module with Cisco Nexus 9936 Testing Topology 

 

Configuration Guidelines 

Users should note the following when analyzing the cabling and configuration of the testing topology: 

1. The Nexus switches were connected with the FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module’s modules using Virtual Port Channels (VPC). 
10G connections were connected instead of 40G connections based on what is seen in most customer environments 
today. 

2. The FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module utilized 4.20 of firmware. 

3. The Nexus 5672 switches utilized NX-OS code 7.0(1)N1(1). 

4. The Nexus 9396 Switches utilized NX-OS code 6.1.(2)I2(2). 

5. OneView 1.10 was loaded in the environment. 
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Configuration Example 

FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module primer 
The FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module shares the same hardware as the HP Networking 6125XLG. The 20/40 module is Virtual 
Connect based with similar hardware functionality of the HPN 6125XLG. The FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module can be managed 
by OneView or Virtual Connect Manager while also sporting a CLI for those CLI enthusiasts. 

The following picture highlights the FlexFabric-20/408 Module port numbering. 

Figure 4. 

 

Ports and port numbering 
The FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module has 4x40G QSPF+ and 8x1/10G SFP+ Ethernet or 2/4/8 GB FC interfaces as uplink ports. 
For the downlink ports, you have 16x10/20GbE links towards HP BladeSystem C7000 server bays with a single downlink to 
a server support up to 3 FlexNICs and 1 FlexHBA or 4 FlexNICs. A FlexHBA can be configured to transport either FCOE or 
Accelerated iSCSI. 

1. The 4xQSFP port numbers start with Q1.1 and end with Q4.4. If you decide to leverage a breakout cable you will have 4 
10 GB ports per QSFP slot so Q1.1 through Q1.4 would be available for 10 GB. If a 40 GB QSFP is placed in Q1 then Q1.1 
will appear as populated and port Q1.2-Q1.4 will be unavailable. Below is an example of how a 40 GB port would appear 
in OneView with the 20/40 Module. These ports also support stacking as well if stacking with 40 GB is desirable. 

Figure 5. FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module QSFP Uplink port layout 

 

2. The 8xSFP+ port numbers start from X1 and end with X8. These ports can accommodate 1/10GbE or 2/4/8 GB FC 
connections. Below you can see a variety of different connections options and how they would appear in OneView 
including FC, Ethernet, and stacking between Virtual Connect Modules. Note: Ports X5-X6 and X7-X8 are called paired 
ports and each paired port can be set to Ethernet or Fiber Channel but mixing of both traffic types in the same paired set 
is not allowed. An example of a configuration that would not be allowed is putting a 10GbE in port X7 and then trying to 
enable Fiber Channel on port X8. However, you could have FCOE on port X8 because it would be running at 10 GB. You 
cannot mix 1 GB and 10 GB on the same paired port set as well. 
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Figure 6. FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module Uplink port layout 

 

3. Ports X9 and X10 are dedicated internal horizontal cross-connects which provide 2x20 GB connectivity. 

Figure 7. FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module QSFP Uplink port layout 

 

Note:  

Currently stacking is not supported in OneView 1.10 but will be supported in future releases. 

Server Port/MAC/WWPN mapping  
Through the OneView Interconnect view, users can get information on how FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module internal downlink 
server ports are mapped to server CNA MAC/WWPN addresses. 

Figure 8. FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module QSFP Downlink port layout 
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Cisco Nexus 5672 Configuration Example 
Cisco Nexus 5672 prerequisites. 

Description  

The Cisco Nexus 5672 switch is running Cisco Nexus NX-OS version 7.0(1)N1(1). Other revisions of code should work fine as 
well but this was the version tested. 

The following procedure describes in detail how to configure the Cisco Nexus 5672 switches.  

Note:  
Follow these steps precisely; failure to do so might result in an improper configuration. 

Enable features 
To enable features on the Cisco Nexus switches, complete the following step: 

1. Run the commands on both switches. 

configure terminal 

feature lacp 

feature vpc 

copy run start 

Configure Spanning Tree 
To configure the basic spanning tree behavior, complete the following step: 

2. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

spanning-tree port type network default 

spanning-tree port type edge bpduguard default 

spanning-tree port type edge bpdufilter default 

copy run start 

Add individual port descriptions for troubleshooting 
Cisco Nexus 5672 A 
To add port descriptions to use for troubleshooting for switch A, complete the following step: 

3. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

interface Eth1/1 

description <<var_hp_flexfabric_a_hostname>>:X5  

exit 

interface Eth1/2 

description <<var_hp_flexfabric_b_hostname>>:X5  

exit 

interface Eth1/17 

description <<var_nexus_b_hostname>>:eth1/17  

exit 

interface Eth1/18 

description <<var_nexus_b_hostname>>:eth1/18  

exit 

Cisco Nexus 5672 B 
To add port descriptions to use for troubleshooting for switch B, complete the following step: 

4. From global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

interface Eth1/1 
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description <<var_hp_flexfabric_a_hostname>>:X6 

exit 

interface Eth1/2 

description <<var_hp_flexfabric_b_hostname>>:X6 

exit 

interface Eth1/17 

description <<var_nexus_a_hostname>>:eth1/17 

exit 

interface Eth1/18 

description <<var_nexus_a_hostname>>:eth1/18 

exit 

Enable jumbo frames 
To enable jumbo frames, complete the following step: 

1) From the global configuration mode, create the QOS Policy. 

policy-map type network-qos jumbo 

class type network-qos class-default 

mtu 9216 

exit 

exit 

system qos 

service-policy type network-qos jumbo 

exit 

copy run start 

Note:  
Run these commands on both the Cisco Nexus 5672 A switch and the Cisco Nexus 5672 B switch.  

Create VLANs 
To create virtual local area networks (VLANs), complete the following step: 

5. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

VLAN <<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>> 

name MGMT-VLAN 

exit 

VLAN <<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>> 

name vMotion-VLAN 

exit 

VLAN <<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_ids>> 

name VM-Traffic1-VLAN 

exit 

VLAN <<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_ids>> 

name VM-Traffic2-VLAN 

exit 

VLAN <<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_ids>> 

 name VM-Traffic3-VLAN 

exit 
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Note: 
Run these commands on both the Cisco Nexus 5672 A switch and the Cisco Nexus 5672 B switch.  

Configure vPC peer link 
Cisco Nexus 5672 A 
To configure the virtual port channel (vPC) peer link on the Cisco Nexus 5672 A, complete the following step: 

6. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

vpc domain <<var_vpc_domain_id>>  

role priority 1  

peer-keepalive destination <<var_nexus_b_mgmt0_ip>> source 
<<var_nexus_a_mgmt0_ip>> vrf <<var_vrf>>  

exit  

interface Eth1/17-18  

channel-group 1 mode active  

exit  

interface Po1  

description vPC peer-link switch port mode trunk  

switchport trunk allowed VLAN <<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>>, <<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>>, 
<<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_id>>, <<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_id>>, 
<<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_id>> vpc peer-link  

no shutdown  

exit 
Cisco Nexus 5672 B 
To configure the vPC peer link on the Cisco Nexus 5672 B, complete the following step: 

7. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

vpc domain <<var_vpc_domain_id>> 

peer-keepalive destination <<var_nexus_a_mgmt0_ip>> source 

<<var_nexus_b_mgmt0_ip>> vrf <<var_vrf>> 

exit 

interface Eth1/17-18 

channel-group 1 mode active 

exit 

interface Po1 

description vPC peer-link 

switch port mode trunk 

switchport trunk allowed VLAN <<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>>, <<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>>, 

<<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_id>>, <<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_id>>, 

<<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_id>> 

vpc peer-link 

no shutdown 

exit 

Create port channel 
To create a port channel, complete the following step: 

8. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

interface Eth1/1 

channel-group 10 mode active 

no shutdown 

exit 

interface Eth1/2 
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channel-group 20 mode active 

no shutdown 

exit 

copy run start 

Note:  
Run these commands on both the Cisco Nexus 5672 A switch and the Cisco Nexus 5672 B switch. 

Configure port channel 
To configure the port channel, complete the following step: 

9. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

interface port-channel10 

switchport mode trunk 

switchport trunk allowed VLAN <<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>>, <<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>>, 

<<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_id>>, <<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_id>>, 

<<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_id>> 

spanning-tree port type edge trunk 

no shutdown 

vpc 10 

exit 

interface port-channel20 

switchport mode trunk 

switchport trunk allowed VLAN <<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>>, <<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>>, 

<<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_id>>, <<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_id>>, 

<<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_id>> 

spanning-tree port type edge trunk 

no shutdown 

vpc 20 

exit 

copy run start 

Note:  
Run these commands on both the Cisco Nexus 5672 A switch and the Cisco Nexus 5672 B switch. 

Depending on the available network infrastructure, several methods and features can be used to uplink the environment. In 
an existing Cisco Nexus environment, HP recommends using vPCs to uplink the Cisco Nexus 5672. The previously described 
procedures can be used to create an uplink vPC to the existing environment. The links discussed here are the uplinks coming 
from the HP C7000 Virtual Connect Modules (VCM) into the Nexus 5672 switches.  

Cisco Nexus 9396 Configuration Example 
Cisco Nexus 9396 prerequisites. 

Description 

The Cisco Nexus 9396 switch is running Cisco Nexus NX-OS version 6.1.(2)I2(2). 

The following procedure describes in detail how to configure the Cisco Nexus 9396 switches.  

Note: 
Follow these steps precisely; failure to do so might result in an improper configuration.  
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Enable Features 
To enable features on the Cisco Nexus switches, complete the following step: 

10. Run the commands on both switches. 

configure terminal 

feature lacp 

feature vpc 

copy run start 

Configure Spanning Tree 
To configure the basic spanning tree behavior, complete the following step: 

11. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 
spanning-tree port type network default 

spanning-tree port type edge bpduguard default 

spanning-tree port type edge bpdufilter default 

copy run start 

Add individual port descriptions for troubleshooting 
Cisco Nexus 9396 A 
To add port descriptions to use for troubleshooting for switch A, complete the following step: 

12. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

interface Eth1/1 

description <<var_hp_flexfabric_a_hostname>>:X5 

exit 

interface Eth1/2 

description <<var_hp_flexfabric_b_hostname>>:X5 

exit 

interface Eth1/17 

description <<var_nexus_b_hostname>>:eth1/17 

exit 

interface Eth1/18 

description <<var_nexus_b_hostname>>:eth1/18 

exit 

Cisco Nexus 9396 B 
To add port descriptions to use for troubleshooting for switch B, complete the following step: 

13. From global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

interface Eth1/1 

description <<var_hp_flexfabric_a_hostname>>:X6 

exit 

interface Eth1/2 

description <<var_hp_flexfabric_b_hostname>>:X6 

exit 

interface Eth1/17 

description <<var_nexus_a_hostname>>:eth1/17 

exit 

interface Eth1/18 

description <<var_nexus_a_hostname>>:eth1/18 

exit 
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Enable jumbo frames 
To enable jumbo frames, complete the following step: 

2) From the global configuration mode, create the QOS Policy. 

policy-map type network-qos jumbo 

class type network-qos class-default 

mtu 9216 

exit 

exit 

system qos 

service-policy type network-qos jumbo 

exit 

copy run start 

 

Note:  
Run these commands on both the Cisco Nexus 9396 A switch and the Cisco Nexus 9396 B switch. 

Create VLANs 
To create virtual local area networks (VLANs), complete the following step: 

14. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

VLAN <<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>> 
name MGMT-VLAN 

exit 
VLAN <<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>> 
name vMotion-VLAN 

exit 
VLAN <<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_ids>> 
name VM-Traffic1-VLAN 

exit 
VLAN <<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_ids>> 
name VM-Traffic2-VLAN 

exit 
VLAN <<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_ids>> 
name VM-Traffic3-VLAN 

exit 

Note:  
Run these commands on both the Cisco Nexus 9396 A switch and the Cisco Nexus 9396 B switch. 

Configure vPCpeer link 
Cisco Nexus 9396 A 
To configure the virtual port channel (vPC) peer link on the Cisco Nexus 9396 A, complete the following step: 

15. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands: 

vpc domain <<var_vpc_domain_id>> 
role priority 1 
peer-keepalive destination <<var_nexus_b_mgmt0_ip>> source 

<<var_nexus_a_mgmt0_ip>> vrf <<var_vrf>> 
exit 
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interface Eth1/17-18 
channel-group 1 mode active 

exit 
interface Po1 
description vPC peer-link 
switch port mode trunk 
switchport trunk allowed VLAN <<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>>, <<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>>, 

<<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_id>>, <<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_id>>, 
<<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_id>> 
vpc peer-link 
no shutdown 

exit 

Cisco Nexus 9396 B  
To configure the vPC peer link on the Cisco Nexus 9396 B, complete the following step:  

16. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands:  

vpc domain <<var_vpc_domain_id>>  
peer-keepalive destination <<var_nexus_a_mgmt0_ip>> source 

<<var_nexus_b_mgmt0_ip>> vrf <<var_vrf>>  
exit  
interface Eth1/17-18  
channel-group 1 mode active  

exit  
interface Po1  
description vPC peer-link  
switch port mode trunk  
switchport trunk allowed VLAN 
<<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>>,<<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>>,<<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_id
>>,<<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_id>>, <<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_id>>  
vpc peer-link  
no shutdown  

exit 

Create port channel  
To create a port channel, complete the following step:  

17. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands:  
interface Eth1/1 

channel-group 10 mode active 

no shutdown 

exit 

interface Eth1/2 

channel-group 20 mode active 

no shutdown 

exit 

copy run start 

Note:  
Run these commands on both the Cisco Nexus 9396 A switch and the Cisco Nexus 9396 B switch.  
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Configure port channel  
To configure the port channel, complete the following step:  

18. From the global configuration mode, run the following commands:  
interface port-channel10  

switchport mode trunk  

switchport trunk allowed VLAN <<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>>, <<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>>, 
<<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_id>>, <<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_id>>, 
<<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_id>>  

spanning-tree port type edge trunk  

no shutdown vpc 10  

exit  

interface port-channel20  

switchport mode trunk  

switchport trunk allowed VLAN <<var_mgmt_VLAN_id>>, <<var_vmotion_VLAN_id>>, 
<<var_global_vm_traffic1_VLAN_id>>, <<var_global_vm_traffic2_VLAN_id>>, 
<<var_global_vm_traffic3_VLAN_id>>  

spanning-tree port type edge trunk  

no shutdown vpc 20  

exit  

copy run start 

Note:  
Run these commands on both the Cisco Nexus 9396 A switch and the Cisco Nexus 9396 B switch. 

Depending on the available network infrastructure, several methods and features can be used to uplink the environment. In 
an existing Cisco Nexus environment, HP recommends using vPCs to uplink the Cisco Nexus 9396. The previously described 
procedures can be used to create an uplink vPC to the existing environment. The links discussed here are the uplinks coming 
from the HP C7000 Virtual Connect Modules (VCM) into the Nexus 9396 switches. 

OneView Infrastructure Configuration Example 
HP BladeSystem c7000 enclosure hosts VMware hypervisors. Server infrastructure management is provided by HP OneView 
software. HP OneView is the HP Converged Infrastructure management platform enabling the management of server 
provisioning, monitoring, LAN, and SAN networking configuration tasks. It additionally provisions HP 3PAR storage and 
Brocade Network Advisor for automated FC zoning and provisioning. 

HP OneView will integrate functions of all traditional HP management software such as Onboard Administrator, Virtual 
Connect Manager, Virtual Connect Enterprise Manager, and Insight Control software. 

First released in September, 2013, OneView version tested in the setup was 1.10. 

OneView software is packaged as VMware virtual appliance ova format. Users can download software at 
hp.com/go/oneview. Detailed HP OneView installation and initial setup procedure are discussed in  
HP OneView 1.10 Deployment and Management Guide. 
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Initial login 

Once finishing OneView initial installation, users should be able to browse its address and login. The address was set up 
during virtual machine installation process. 

Figure 9. 

 

After logging in by using the username/password set up during the installation process, users will be presented with default 
dashboard view. The dashboard will show zero for all entries upon initial login. 

Figure 10. 

 

The next step is importing BladeSystem c7000 enclosures so users can access server hardware and then define a server 
profile for server LAN/BIOS settings.  

In order to import a c7000 enclosure, users have to create an “Enclosure Group” first. OneView uses the concept of 
“Enclosure Group” to logically group all c7000 enclosures with the same I/O modules configuration. Inside “Enclosure 
Group”, “Logical Interconnect Group” specifically defines these I/O module layout and configuration from a template 
perspective. Template settings for a “Logical Interconnect Group” include VLANs inside Virtual Connect Modules,  
Virtual Connect uplink port trunk allowed VLAN configuration and physical ports assignment for the trunks.  

From configuration steps perspective, users need to create VLANs, inside Virtual Connect Module to be ready for  
“Logical Interconnect Group” configuration. After successful creation of “Logical Interconnect Group”, “Enclosure Group” can 
then be defined and ready for importing a c7000 enclosure. Attempting to create “Logical Interconnect Group” without VLAN 
defined will fail with the error that no Ethernet networks (VLANs) are included in “Logical Interconnect Group”. 
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Create Ethernet networks 
Select “Networks” menu from top down list 

Figure 11. 

 

Select “Create Network” 

Figure 12. 

 

Type in network name. The suffix “-1” was chosen because this network will be assigned to Virtual Connect Module in I/O 
bay 1. The suffix string can be anything easier to identify VLANs on different Virtual Connect Modules. 

Select Type as “Ethernet” to have the network defined as an internal Ethernet VLAN. 

Select “Tagged” as VLAN type so it can be used as one of VLANs in “Uplink Set” contained in “Logical Interconnect Group” or 
“Logical Interconnect”. Even though it’s marked as “Tagged” here, users will have the option to set the VLAN as “native” in 
“Logical Interconnect Group” or “Logical interconnect”. In server downlinks, users can assign the single network to any 
server connection and the network will be “untagged”. Multiple networks can be assigned to a single server connection 
using “Network Set” and within “Network Set”, one of networks can be selected as “Untagged”. Other VLAN types like 
“Untagged” or “Tunnel”. 

Type in “125” as VLAN ID for management VLAN. 

Set “Purpose” as “Management”. This field is for some information correlation with HP OneView for vCenter. It has no 
operational impact or significance for OneView operation but does allow for network consistency with HP OneView for 
VCenter. 

Leave “Preferred bandwidth” as default 2.5 Gbps. This parameter will preset the minimum guaranteed bandwidth value 
when this network is assigned to server NIC through server profile later. This value will only take effect when server is 
having congestion when sending traffic to Virtual Connect Module. 

Set the “Maximum bandwidth” as 20 Gbps. This parameter will preset the maximum allowed bandwidth value when this 
network is assigned to server NIC through server profile later. 

Note: 
With the FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module you will be able to set the Maximum bandwidth to 20 Gbps for other  
Virtual Connect Modules it is 10 GB. 

Leave “Smart Link” as checked by default so Virtual Connect can deactivate server downlinks when its uplinks failed. This 
will enable server NIC teaming/bonding drive correctly failover to alternative path. 

Leave “Private Network” as unchecked by default. This option will block blade servers to communicate with each other on 
the same network when enabled. 
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Figure 13. 

 

Click “Create” button to finish creation of the network and back to overview view or “Create+” button if users want to create 
other networks. Create all other required Ethernet networks as above 

After successful creation of all Ethernet networks, users can review all network information in overview page. Please note 
all Ethernet networks with “-2” were VLAN networks assigned to Virtual Connect in I/O Bay 2. 

Figure 14. 

 

Create Network Set  

The next optional step is to create “Network Sets”. “Network Sets” concept is strictly for Virtual Connect server downlinks. 
The use case will be to patch multiple Ethernet networks over a single server profile connection. Inside “Network Sets”, one 
network can be optionally set to “untagged” to match any server VLANs requiring untagged packets like PXE network.  

Select “Network Sets” from top down menu. 
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Figure 15. 

 

Select “Create network set”. 

Figure 16. 

 

Type in a network set name and click “Add networks” 

Figure 17. 

 

 

In VLAN selection window, users can filter VLAN by type in “-1” string, this will show only Ethernet networks with “-1” in the 
name, Use “CTRL” or “SHIFT” to select all networks assigned to Virtual Connect Module 1. These networks will be patched 
together using this “Network Set” towards server connections mapping to Virtual Connect Module 1 later during server 
profile creation.  
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Leave “Preferred bandwidth” as default 2.5 Gbps. This parameter will preset the minimum guaranteed bandwidth value 
when this network set is assigned to server NIC through server profile later. This value will only take effect when server is 
having congestion when sending traffic to Virtual Connect Module.  

Leave “Maximum bandwidth” as default 10 Gbps. This parameter will preset the maximum allowed bandwidth value when 
this network set is assigned to server NIC through server profile later.  

Note:  
With the FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module you will be able to set the Maximum bandwidth to 20 Gbps for other Virtual Connect 
Modules it is 10 GB. 

Click “Add” to confirm adding networks to the network set and back to overview view. 

Figure 18. 

 

Optionally, users can set one network as “Untagged”. VLAN125-MGMT-1 was set as “Untagged” for VMware management 
network and PXE booting. Make sure to adjust the Maximum Bandwidth to 20 Gbps. 
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Figure 19. 

 

Create another network set as below to include all networks assigned to Virtual Connect Module 2. 

Figure 20. 

 

Review both network sets created. 
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Figure 21. 

 

Create logical interconnect group  
With all Ethernet networks/network sets and FC networks created, users are ready to create Logical Interconnect Groups. 
We’ll define two uplink trunk template, one for VC Module in I/O bay 1 and the other will be for VC Module in I/O Bay 2.  

Select “Logical Interconnect Groups” from top down list. 

Figure 22. 

 

Select “Create Logical Interconnect Group” 

Figure 23. 

 

Type in LIG name and select “Add Interconnect” for I/O bay 1. 
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Figure 24. 

 

Create Uplink Set 
Choose HP VC FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Module F8 Module for both I/O Bay 1 and 2 and click “Add uplink set”. The VC Module 
type and layout has to match users real installation scenario. 

Figure 25. 

 

In the “Create uplink set” window, 

Type in uplink-Set name for VC I/O bay 1. 

Select Type as “Ethernet” for VLAN trunk uplink to upstream switches. 

Leave Connection Mode as “Automatic” as default. 

Leave LACP timer as “short” as default, users can also choose “Long” option. Either mode should work with TOR switch in 
general. 

Click “Add networks” button. 
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Figure 26. 

 

Use searching with filter string of “-1” to filter all VLANs assigned to VC Module 1, use “CTRL” or “SHIFT” to  
multiselect the networks and click “Add” button 

Figure 27. 

 

Review all networks added and optionally config. one network as “Native”. If a native VLAN is needed, the native 
VLAN has to match with upstream switch native VLAN setting. 

Click “Add uplink ports” button. 
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Figure 28. 

 

Use “CTRL” or “SHIFT” to multiselect all physical ports on VC Module 1 assigned to this uplink set, VC Module 1 port X5  
and X6 were selected in this case. 

Figure 29. 

 

Review all networks inside the uplink set and all ports allocated and click “Create” button. 
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Figure 30. 

 

Follow the same procedure to create another uplink set for VC module 2 and select all networks with “-2” suffix 
and allocated VC Module 2 port X5 and X6. 

Figure 31. 
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Review Logical Interconnect Group configuration and click "Create" 

Figure 32. 

 

Review LIG just created. 

Figure 33. 

 

Create Enclosure Group 
With the Logical Interconnect Group created, users can go ahead to create Enclosure Group to include this logical 
interconnect group. 

Select “Enclosure Groups” from top down list. 
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Figure 34. 

 

Select “Create enclosure group” 

Figure 35. 

 

Type in enclosure group name and select the logical interconnect group we just created and click “Create” button. 

Figure 36. 

 

Review enclosure group just created. 
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Figure 37. 

 

Now OneView is ready to import enclosures with enclosure group just created.  

Select “Enclosures” from top down list 

Figure 38. 

 

Add Enclosure 
Select “Add enclosure”. 

Figure 39. 

 

In “Add Enclosure” window, type in BladeSystem c7000 OA IP address or hostname, the OA IP should be set during 
enclosure initial installation. 

Provide OA username/password in Credentials fields. Select enclosure group just created. 

Optionally select Firmware baseline in OneView firmware repository (detailed in later section). Specifying a firmware SPP 
bundle here will upgrade OA, iLO firmware if they are older version than what’s included in SPP baseline. The option 
“Manage Manually” will not upgrade OA, iLO versions if they meet OneView minimum required versions. However, if 
enclosure and blade iLO versions are below OneView requirement, OneView will still upgrade OA and iLO even when set to 
“Manage Manually”. 

As of version 1.10, OneView will NOT upgrade Virtual Connect firmware version during enclosure import process. Users have 
the option to upgrade VC firmware separately after enclosure import process. 
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Server BIOS, CNA/HBA firmware could be upgraded when creating server profile and associate firmware baseline in the 
profile. 

Click “Add” button 

Figure 40. 

 

 

Next, users should verify enclosure information to import enclosures. Enclosure status should be “Configured”. Some 
warnings may be normal behavior, for the warnings below, users can click drop arrow sign to the right and see more details 
and it’s concluded that no OneView license has been applied to the blades. Adding OneView license will be discussed in  
later section. 

Figure 41. 
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Verify Logical Interconnect and Upgrade Virtual Connect Firmware 
After importing enclosures using Enclosure Group and Logical Internet Group template, each c7000 enclosure will have a 
“Logical Interconnect” associated with it. The logical interconnect will have all LAN uplink configuration as we defined in 
Logical Interconnect Group template. 

The difference between Logical Interconnect Group and Logical Group is that the former is a template concept while the 
latter is the real layer 2 configuration applied to a particular c7000 enclosure. Each c7000 enclosure will have one specific 
Logical Interconnect associated with it inside an enclosure group. Logical Interconnects for all c7000s will inherit the same 
configurations from the single Logical Interconnect Group template during enclosure import process. 

However, users can choose to change Logical Interconnect settings later for a specific c7000 enclosure. In that case, the 
Logical Interconnect configuration will different from original Logical Interconnect Template configuration. Users will get a 
warning message from OneView indicating the mismatch of the two and have the option to choose “Update from Group” 
from LI action menu or just leave this enclosure as a different configuration as the rest of enclosures in the same group. 

On the other side, in the case that users change the configuration of Logical Interconnect Group, all existing Logical 
Interconnects in the same enclosure group will be in the configuration mismatch status. OneView will warn the users for the 
status. Users should go to each enclosure Logical Interconnect and choose “Update from group” from LI action menu to 
acknowledge for configuration sync up from the template. 

As previous noted, during enclosure import process, VC firmware will not be updated. The next step after enclosure import 
is to go to Logical Interconnect for this enclosure to verify its firmware and status. 

Select “Logical Interconnects” from top down list. 

Figure 42. 

 

If Virtual Connect firmware doesn’t meet OneView minimum requirements, the Logical Interconnect will be in “Unmanaged” 
State. Users should select “Action” at top right corner and then select “Update firmware” to upgrade VC firmware. 

In this case, the VC version meets the minimum required version and was also at the version contained inside firmware 
baseline so OneView did not warn that an upgrade to VC firmware was required. However it is important to understand how 
to address if OneView does warn of an upgrade. 

Select “Overview” next to Logical Interconnect name. 
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Figure 43. 

 

Click "General" to display all Logical Interconnect information. 

 

Figure 44. 
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Scroll down to “Firmware” section to verify the current VC firmware version and the version contained in the firmware 
baseline. 

Figure 45. 

 

Select “Action” and then “Update Firmware” 

Figure 46. 

 

Update window will display the default upgrade method. Accept default values and click “OK”. 
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Figure 47. 

 

VC firmware update will be in progress. 

Figure 48. 

 

After VC firmware upgrade, verify firmware status 

Figure 49. 

 

After VC firmware is updated, verify the Logical Interconnect configuration inherited and this specific enclosure uplink 
connectivity through logical interconnect. Select “Logical Interconnects” from top down list. 
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Figure 50. 

 

Select "View” next to logical interconnect name and select “Uplink Sets” section 

Figure 51. 

 

Verify all networks definitions inherited from Logical Interconnect Group and uplink LACP status and Link connectivity. Verify 
all links status as “Linked (Active)” indicating successful LACP negotiation with upstream Cisco Nexus switches running vPC. 
LAG ID is VC internal LACP bundle ID. “Connected to” indicates Nexus port MAC address and interface number. 
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Figure 52. 

 

Verify Interconnect 
To check information on physical counters and transceivers, users can check “Interconnects”. The difference between 
“Logical Interconnects” and “Interconnects” is that the former focuses mainly on layer 2 configuration such as VLAN,  
VLAN tagging, and LACP parameters where as the latter focuses on low-level counters like packet statistics and  
transceiver status. 

Select “Interconnects” from top list menu. 

Figure 53. 

 

Users can select Ethernet uplinks and downlink ports along with checking physical transceivers and counters. 
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Figure 54. 

 

After successful configuring and verifying Virtual Connect Module uplink status, users can check server hardware 
information and start to provision server profile. 

Create Server Profile 
Select “Server Hardware” from top down list. 

Figure 55. 

 

Review all server blade information. Please note “Server Profile” column is none for all server bays, which means no server 
hardware is associated with any server profile 
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Figure 56. 

 

After verifying server hardware, users are ready to create server profiles. OneView implements server connectivity by 
attaching a server profile to any given server hardware. 

OneView can also create a server profile and assign to an empty server bay to prepopulate MAC and WWPN lists. Finally, 
OneView can create a profile and have the profile as “unassigned” status. 

Select “Server Profiles” in top-down list. 

Figure 57. 

 

Select “Create Profile” to create a new server profile. 

Please Note: If the server profile will be applied to a server blade, the server blade needs to be powered off for profile 
assignment. Users can go to the Server Hardware section and select the server blade and click “Power Off” to power down 
the blade. 

Figure 58. 

 

Type in a name for server profile 
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Select which server bay the profile will be assigned to in “Server Hardware” field. 

“Server hardware type” and “Enclosure group” should be populated automatically after users specify server hardware. 

Leave “Affinity” field as “Device bay” by default. This option controls if the server profile can be applied if original server is 
unplugged and another server is plugged in. If the new server matches the server hardware type of the original server, the 
profile will be applied with device bay affinity. If the options is set to “Device bay + Server Hardware”, the profile will only be 
applied if the serial number of the blade matches the original blade. 

Optionally set “Firmware Baseline” to any SPP package you specified, the server profile will initiate the server to upgrade to 
firmware specified after profile creation. 

Click “Add Connections” to start specify VLAN and SAN fabric for server physical NICs, CNAs, and HBAs. 

Figure 59. 

 

In the “Add Connection” window, specify Device Type as Ethernet and specify VLANs over this Ethernet NIC. In this case, we’ll 
create two vmnics on VMware host. The first vmnic will be mapped to the first VC Module and will carry all VLANs created for 
VC Module 1. The second vmnic will be mapped to the second VC Module and will carry all VLANs created for VC Module 2. 

As previously noted, OneView uses the concept of “Network Set” to carry multiple VLANs on a single NIC. From the network 
list below, users can select only ONE network or network set. If one network is specified, this network will carry the 
corresponding VLAN traffic untagged to and from the server. In this case, “VLAN-ALL-1” was selected to carry multiple 
VLANs on the first NIC. This connection will be corresponding to “vmnic0” on VMware host. 
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Figure 60. 

 

Optionally users can specify which FlexNIC this connection will be used. In most cases, default “Auto” will work as required. 

Figure 61. 

 

 
 
Leave “Requested bandwidth” as default 2.5 Gbps. The value 2.5 Gbps here is derived from previous “Preferred bandwidth” 
when creating network set “VLAN-ALL-1”. This is the minimum guaranteed bandwidth value for this network set when 
server is having congestion when sending traffic to Virtual Connect Module. Users can optionally change the value here to 
overwrite previous defined “preferred bandwidth” specified in network or network set creation. 

“Boot” parameter specifies if this FlexNIC is allowed to do network PXE booting. In this case, it’s changed from default  
“Not bootable” to “Primary” to allow PXE booting. 

Click “Add+” to create this FlexNIC (vmnic0) and continue to create the 2nd FlexNIC (vmnic1). 
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Figure 62. 

 
 
Follow the same steps to configure the second FlexNIC and select “VLAN-ALL-2” as network set because this FlexNIC will be 
mapped to VC Module 2. 

Figure 63. 

 

 
 
Verify the connections just created. 
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Figure 64. 

 

Scroll down to the rest of server profile configuration. Optionally set “Local Storage” policy below. 

Figure 65. 

 

Users can optionally to use mouse drag/drop to change boot order. 
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Figure 66. 

 

In this case, we’ll move PXE and Hard Disk boot ahead of Floppy and USB. 

Figure 67. 

 

Optionally, users can change server BIOS settings. In this case, we’ll check the option and click “Edit BIOS settings”. 

Figure 68. 
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Scroll down until “Power Management Options”. 

Figure 69. 

 

In this case, we’ll change the HP Power profile from default balanced power to Maximum Performance. Click “OK” to finish 
BIOS configuration. 
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Figure 70. 

 
 
Review server profile configuration. 

Figure 71. 
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Optionally users can click bottom left setting button to review what has changed in the profile configuration. After verifying 
configuration, click “Create” to apply the profile to the server blade. 

Figure 72. 

 

Some settings like Firmware, BIOS, and local storage policy will cause server to boot into embedded Intelligent Provisioning 
to configure server to match the profile configuration. 

Figure 73. 

 

After profile is created, verify the connection status and optionally users can select Actions->Launch Control to open HP ILO 
remote console. 
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Figure 74. 

 

Users may get an installation message for remote console software installation or users can use Java plug-in console. 

Figure 75. 

 

Sample ILO remote console window will look like the following. 
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Figure 76. 

 

Firmware Repository: 
The HP OneView appliance ships with a default SPP that contains the necessary firmware to successfully import and 
manage an enclosure. It is unnecessary to upload an SPP into the appliance. Optionally you can upgrade a newer or custom 
version of SPP into OneView if needed. 

From top level menu, select “Firmware Bundles”: 

Figure 77. 
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Examine the bundled SPP baseline package inside OneView appliance and select top left “Add Firmware Bundle”: 

Figure 78. 

 

Drag and drop your SPP file into the upload window: 

Figure 79. 

 
 
Upload progress will be displayed upon user confirmation. After successfully importing the new SPP file, users will have the 
option to select which SPP to use when importing or upgrading an enclosure, Virtual Connect Module and server firmware. 

Figure 80. 

 
 
Licensing 
By default, OneView installation will include 60-day trial license. During this evaluation period, HP OneView will not enable 
iLO Advanced features or functionality. The ILO Advanced license (trial or retail) is also required for server and enclosure 
power and performance monitoring. 
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To add OneView license, please select “Settings” from drop down menu 

Figure 81. 

 

Inside “Setting” view, click “Overview” link: 

Figure 82. 

 

From the dropdown menu, scroll down and select “Licenses”: 

Figure 83. 
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Select “Add” to add the new OneView License. 

Figure 84. 

 

Cut and paste license key into pop up dialog window: 

Figure 85. 

 

Verify the number of licenses available associated with the license key. 

Figure 86. 

 

REST API and PowerShell Library 
HP OneView appliance is based on Rest API and the API could be accessed via http, Python, Web operation, and  
PowerShell language. 

The HP OneView PowerShell Library source code and installer are available for download at: 
hponeview.codeplex.com. 
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The following samples demonstrate HP OneView cmdlets. 

HPONEVIEW]: Not Connected PS C:..\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0> Connect-HPOVMgmt 

cmdlet Connect-HPOVMgmt at command pipeline position 1  

Supply values for the following parameters: 

(Type !? for Help.) 

appliance: 10.16.1.201 

User: Administrator 

Password: ******** 

[HPONEVIEW]: Administrator@10.16.1.201 PS C:..\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0> Get-HPOVNetwork -report 

Ethernet Networks 

Name VLANID Purpose 

Typical 

Bandwidth 

Max 

Bandwidth Smartlink 

Private 

Network Status 

VLAN125 MGMT-1 125 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

VLAN125-MGMT-2 125 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

VLAN160-VMotion-1 160 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

VLAN160-VMotion-2 160 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

VLAN162-Data-1 162 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

VLAN162-Data-2 162 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

VLAN163-Data-1 163 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

VLAN163-Data-2 163 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

VLAN164-Data-1 164 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

VLAN164-Data-2 164 General 2500 10000 True False OK 

FC Networks 

     

Name Fabric Type 
Uplink 
Bandwidth 

Link Stability 
Time (sec) 

Auto Login 
Redistribution Status 

VSAN0001 FabricAttach Auto 30 True OK 

VSAN0002 FabricAttach Auto 30 True OK 

 
[HPONEVIEW]: Administrator@10.16.1.201 PS C:..\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0> gcm -Name "New-hpov*" 

CommandType Name Module Name 

Function New-HPOVAddressRange HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVBackup HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVEnclosure HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVEnclosureGroup HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVLdap HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVLdapGroup HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVLdapServer  HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVLicense HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVLogicalInterconnectGroup  HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVNetwork HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVNetworkSet HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVPowerDevice  HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVProfile HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVProfileConnection HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVResource  HPOneView 

Function  New-HPOVRestore HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVServer HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVSupportDump  HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVUnmanagedDevice HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVUplinkSet HPOneView 

Function New-HPOVUser HPOneView 
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Conclusion 

HP Virtual Connect FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Modules are the simplest, flexible way to connect virtualized server blades to data 
or storage networks. 

This paper provides you with the guidance to deploy the FlexFabric-20/40 F8 Modules on current Cisco Nexus 5672 and 
9396 platforms in a VPC topology. With the FlexFabric-20/40 customers can easily transition to 40GbE allowing larger scale 
deployments while eliminating the number of network ports required to scale. 
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